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To see how past experiences that have happened in my life 
and student's life affect my teaching practice.










How has my past experiences affected my teaching practices? I 
chose this question because so many things happen when you are 
growing up that affect the way you are now. It can be a good 
thing or a bad thing, but all past experiences change for the good 
or bad to make you the way you are now. This question aligned 
with my self-study research by looking at things that have 
happen and even letting me think about the past. In the past I 
have had really good teachers, but I have also had really bad 
teachers that definitely let me think about how I want to be as a 
teacher. I want my students to think back to me as a teacher and 
say, “wow she was a really great, fun, loving teacher that cared 
about every one of her students”. This question also ties in with 
things that happen outside of school. For me I lost my Dad to 
cancer when I was a freshman in high school and that changed 
my life forever. So, having this as my question not only ties into 
school related but things that happen to families or even 
accidents that happen in life.
In my research I found many similar things that I have seen in 
my classroom during student teaching. From parents not caring 
about their child’s education, things that happen at home that the 
student brings back to the classroom and even past events that 
are known about the child that are brought back up.
I chose this question for my self study because so many things 
happen in students lives inside and outside of the classroom that 
affect them later down the road. That goes for teachers in the 
classroom as well. Past experiences that tend to stick with you years 
later. From good things that have happened for example 
remembering a perfect lesson your old elementary school teacher 
did with you when you were in elementary school. To bad things 
that might change the way you look at things or even act in school. 
For example, having a teacher who didn't treat her students equal. I 
had a teacher who favored the boys in my class and when I would 
raise my had she would always tell me to “put my hand down” 
every time I  would raise my hand. This made it hard for me to start 
raising my hand in school because I thought my answers, questions, 
or even anything I said wasn't important and that I should never talk 
in class. Past experiences affect students in that moment but also 
follow them later down the road to adulthood.
• In one of the articles, it talked about how teachers were taught. Teachers tend to teach the way they were taught. They learn those factors that they 
already know and what they are used to. This doesn’t mean they don’t have their own way of teaching and playing that role but having past teachers 
and those experiences affect the way they are as a teacher now. For example, “However, students do not consciously and methodically study and 
mimic their own instructors; rather, they rely on an implicit recall of episodic memories that provide an accessible repertoire of behaviors in the 
classroom” (Nespor 1987).
• Past experiences also ties into memories that kids think of for example when a picture is shown to them or an event is talked about, they suddenly 
remember exactly what happened and details of the event. “Our findings suggest these developments may extend to children’s memories of complex 
personal experiences, wherein contextual information becomes increasingly integral to the processing and retrieval of details from events” (Imuta, 
2017).
• Students that were involved in domestic violence were negatively affected in the classroom. “It is estimated that between 10 and 20 percent of 
children in the United States are exposed to domestic violence annually (Bonnie E. Carlson 2000). Research indicates that these children suffer from 
a number of social and emotional problems including aggressive behavior, depression, anxiety, decreased social competence, and diminished 
academic performance” (Jeffrey L. Edleson 1999; David A. Wolfe et al. 2003; John W. Fantuzzo and Wanda K. Mohr 1999; Karestan C. Koenen et al. 
2003). Another finding is that children with high exposure linked to domestic violence causes a significant reduction in math and reading test scores 
and an increase in misbehavior at school. 
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In order to collect data in my student teaching placement at Grace S. Beck elementary 
school in the Shikellamy school district I used a portfolio and my personal past experience. 
In these portfolios I kept journals from every day during my student teaching placement in 
the learning support classroom and my first-grade placement. Throughout each day I 
would pay attention to students' behaviors, things they would tell me and how they would 
complete assignments in and out of the classroom.
Behaviors, emotions and conversations with my students I got to see many things that tie into my 
question “ how has past experiences that have happened in my life and student's life affect my 
teaching practice”. As a teacher you must be ready for whatever comes into your classroom that day. 
Not all the time does a student tell you what's wrong or if something happens. That is when having a 
relationship and caring about all your students comes into play.
Some of the findings I have found was noticing things that go on at home affect kids in school. For 
example, having a behavior chart in the classroom has students think about how their behavior 
should be. Noticing that a student came in and realized he did some wrong at home made him think 
that he should get his behavior smiley away because of what happened outside of school. 
Another finding I found out is when students come into school with something wrong it affects them 
the whole day. For example, having parents that are split up or divorced really puts a toll on those 
kids. Being with their mom or dad over the weekend changes their behavior for that Monday. There 
schedule might be off, or they might not enjoy staying with that parent for long but as soon as you 
see the behavior and emotions change from usual you know something is bothering them.
I have also noticed how much kids pick up and remember situations that happened years ago. You 
don’t always think that a child is going to pick up what you said or did but more than likely they did. 
Those behaviors and words that parents and family members say students pick up and use in the 
classroom because they see it so often outside of school.
It was found in my study that knowing your 
students and the past experiences that they have 
had can better my teaching in working with 
those students. Knowing that every teacher and 
student can have a past that has affected them 
one way or another in the classroom. From not 
being able to focus because your mind is 
thinking about something else. All the way to 
misbehaving in class because it is the only way 
they know how to show what's bothering them 
is to act up in the classroom.
